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Editorial

Why Doctors Get Bad Care

E

veryone knows that doctors and nurses have more complications after medical treatment than regular patients.
Why? Everyone also knows that when we doctors treat colleagues, we tend to bend or break the rules, do favors, and not
follow our normal routines. Are these two observations related?
A parent of a very sick little girl complained that nobody
pulled the dressing off her daughter all weekend, and when the
child came to the operating room for a second procedure on
Monday the case was cancelled because of a wound infection.
The reason for not checking the wound was that the residents did
not want to hurt the poor little girl anymore, since she was already miserable. The mother took out her frustrations in a
lengthy lecture, suggesting an editorial about common sense:
A littie boy with idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura gained
10 pounds because of oral steroids given to save him from a
series of gamma globulin injections. An infant girl on home
hyperalimentation therapy became hypocalcemic because we
tried to bring her in for as few blood tests as possible. All of
these were attempts to reduce medical manipulation, and none
of them were even efforts at cost-containment. They resulted
from compassion.
What is wrong with compassion anyhow? The ability to express compassion is what makes medicine worthwhile for many
ofus. Still, there is more than one kind of compassion. The first
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is the impulse to save the patient from painful treatments, invasions of privacy, inconvenience, expense, or fear. This usually
gets us and the patient into trouble.
The second is what families with substance-abusing parents
or children have come to call "tough love." When carried to extremes, this can even culminate in barring a recalcitrant family
member from the house; this meaning is not applicable. The aspect of this "tough love" concept which does apply is that of
expressing our compassion by making and adhering to explicit
rules, as long as careful, honest inspection of these rules and
procedures shows them to be valid. Compassion can mean not
making exceptions out of pity or for personal reasons. Compassion also means continually reassessing our medical practices to
see if any changes that we might wish to institute for a sickly
little baby or for a respected colleague should be applied to
everyone. If so, we should change our practice across the board.
If not, we show our compassion best by not changing our
routines for the "benefit" of our special patients or our
fellow physicians.

Susan Adelman, MD
Vice President
Henry Ford Hospital Medical Association
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